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Abstract— In order to bridge the speed disparity at the LANWAN interface, enterprises install a number of policy-based devices to enforce administrative policies over the WAN access. The
conventional techniques of bandwidth management concentrate
only on the outgoing traffic from the local network. Regulating
the outgoing traffic is easy given that the user has full control over
it. However, controlling the incoming traffic is difficult since the
user has no control on the traffic sent by an Internet agent. This
paper proposes a simple load balancing approach to optimize the
use of WAN links in a multihomed environment. By distributing
the user traffic among the various WAN links we try to optimize
the utilization of incoming bandwidth on the access links thereby
giving an indirect measure to control the incoming traffic. We
deploy a prototype implementation of our approach on a campus
network with high incoming traffic, to evaluate the performance
benefits. Using a large collection of network traces, we find that
even with a subnet-level of load balancing there can be significant
increase in performance. The proposed load balancing approach
can be used as a first step toward controlling the incoming
traffic, before other actual bandwidth management techniques
are applied.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advent of fibre optics the bandwidth of LANs
have increased immensely. Today 1 Gigabit is the standard for
LANs and 10 Gigabit is being standardized. However, WAN
bandwidth has not increased at the same pace thus creating a
bottleneck at the LAN-WAN interface. This speed disparity at
the LAN-WAN interface has prompted many an enterprise to
install policy based devices to enforce administrative policies
over the WAN access.
From an enterprise’s viewpoint the benefits of bandwidth
management can be evaluated from two distinct perspectives
- high volume content providers like data centres which
transmit large volume of data to many distributed clients and
enterprises which primarily receive data from the network.
The general bandwidth management techniques like traffic
shaping, traffic policing etc chiefly control the outgoing
traffic and hence are suited for the first type of enterprises,
high content providers. A survey of bandwidth management
techniques is given in [23] and [19]. Commercial bandwidth
managers are also available from many vendors though not
much is known about the techniques and algorithms used.
A comparative study of some of the commercial bandwidth
managers have been made by webtorials.com in a white paper
([21]).

Our research focus is to manage the bandwidth for those
enterprises where the incoming traffic far outweighs the
outgoing traffic. Hence we focus our work on the second type
of enterprise, high content receivers. There have already been
some early attempts to control the flow of incoming traffic.
A. Giovanardi et. al. ([12]) propose an architecture based on
a network agent which intercepts all packets addressed to
a gateway, prioritizes the packets and forwards only those
packets that meet the priority requirements. Though this
strategy controls only the outgoing IP traffic it also acts on
the acknowledgments (outgoing), thereby giving an indirect
control to the incoming TCP traffic. Anurag Kumar et. al.
([20]) use ICMP Source Quench messages to reduce the rate
of transmission onto the network. However, Source Quench
messages are ignored by many IP implementations. The other
ways of controlling the incoming traffic is to manipulate the
TCP protocol to control the behavior of a TCP sender ([16],
[22], [17]).
Bandwidth management techniques cannot create additional
bandwidth; they give preferential treatment to some packets
while restricting other packets. In a multihomed site all the
external links may not be fully utilized at any given instant.
While one link is congested a second link may be lightly
loaded. The goal of this paper is to suggest that in such a
scenario, the first steps toward bandwidth management would
be to use the un-utilized bandwidth on the second link.
The use of load balancing techniques for bandwidth
management has been fueled by the fact that most enterprises
in recent days have more then one external link either to a
single ISP or to different providers (multi-homed) to provide
better resilience. Though multihoming has been traditionally
used for fault-tolerance and high availability, the advent of
cheap but not very reliable ADSL links have led to the growth
of a number of devices which can leverage multihoming for
performance benefits ([8], [14], [7], [13]).
However, during high traffic condition, all the external
links will be saturated and multihoming techniques will prove
ineffective. Thus this paper aims to stimulate further research
work in the development of more positive measures to control
the flow of incoming traffic.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

surveys the different multihoming load balancing techniques
available. Section III presents the design of our multihoming
load balancing approach. Section IV details the implementation issues of our approach and reports the result of a
performance study based on a prototype implementation using
real time traffic. Section V discusses the practical aspects for
deployment of our scheme, etc. Section VI concludes with a
summary of the contribution of this paper and an outline of
future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Given a site x an ideal multihoming load balancing
algorithm will select an access link such that latency to
access the site x is the least through that link. However, in
practice always selecting a link that has the least latency is
very difficult if not impossible. The existing load balancing
techniques aim to achieve this ideal scenario.
S. Seshan et. al. ([8]) propose a load balancing scheme
by monitoring the volume of traffic to destinations (top 100
sites). Based on the monitoring their scheme associates a
particular destination with a provider using network address
translation. A destination is switched from one provider
to another if the latter will provide substantially better
performance. However, such a switch will drop active TCP
connections due to the change in the source address.
F. Guo et. al. ([14]) analyze the different aspects of
load balancing techniques. The assignment of traffic to the
WAN links can be done using two approaches - stateless or
stateful. In the stateless approach the connection id (Source
Address, Source Port, Destination Address and Destination
Port) is hashed to get the link id. This approach is straight
forward but it does not take into account dynamic traffic
load characteristics. A detailed analysis of hashing based
schemes is also given in ([10]). In the stateful approach,
factors such as latency, availability etc are taken into account
but it requires a lookup table to record the dispatch decisions
so that all subsequent packets can follow the same link.
Packet-wise assignment of traffic to the WAN links can
give the finest granularity of load balancing but it requires that
the internal hosts have public addresses which are covered
by the BGP routers of ISP ([9]). Connection-by-connection
link assignment requires the IP addresses and ports numbers
of source and destination. Connection-wise assignment can
be set up using NAT but in practice it may not work because
certain applications require setting up several connections that
should have the same end-point IP addresses. Determining
all the connections of a session is very difficult if not
impossible. Session level assignment requires only the source
and destination addresses but the granularity is coarse.
A. Akella et. al. in [7] attempt to quantify the best
performance achievable when a site is multihomed to k

Fig. 1. A typical enterprise network connected to two ISPs. The user traffic
is assigned to the two ISPs using static routing.

available providers.
J. M. Klienberg et. al. ([18]) consider the problem of
selecting the links so as to provide a bandwidth allocation
that is as fair as possible in the max-min sense.
There are different models an ISP may use to charge
the users for using its service - percentile-based charging,
total-volume based charging or a flat rate. D. K. Goldenberg
et. al. in [13] propose a number of algorithms to optimize the
cost and performance for a multihomed site.
There are also a large number of commercial load balancing
tools available but very little is known of their design and
performance ([3], [5], [1], [6], [4]).
For Internet initiated connections, DNS cycling technology
([8]) is widely used to direct the connection to the least loaded.
However, the study of such technology is beyond the scope of
our present work.
III. D ESIGN S PACE
A. Problem Statement
An enterprise network usually connects to one or more
ISPs through a router, (see Figure 1). The bandwidth manager
is installed just before this router (LAN side), thus acting
as a router for the internal users. Each internal host simply
sets its default gateway to the IP address of the bandwidth
manager. In the remaining part of the paper the use of the
term router means this bandwidth manager.
Given an enterprise with K number of ISPs (we use K as
an index), the research issue addressed by this paper are:
Control incoming traffic by distributing user traffic among
the K ISPs such that the Incoming Bandwidth (IBW) is

fully utilized.
Incoming Bandwidth of the
  means

.
link provided by
Improve average latency.
Allow on-going transfers to continue unaffected.

Provide different Quality of Service depending on the
priority of users.
B. Assumptions
TCP un-aware packets need to be dealt using a separate
TCP un-aware bandwidth manager. LAN bandwidth is so
large that latency and loss rate in a LAN are negligible
compared to those in WANs. The main congestion is in the
Incoming bandwidth and there is always sufficient Outgoing
bandwidth available. Encryption/decryption of packets are
performed after/before bandwidth management respectively,
so that the bandwidth manager can differentiate traffic from
different users. The ISP charging model is based on a flat rate
and does not depend on usage.
C. Monitoring the Connecting Link
The first step toward load balancing is to monitor the access
links, but what parameters do we monitor? In bandwidth
management a metric of great significance is available
bandwidth. The performance of an access link also depends
on several other Quality Of Service (QoS) parameters like
delay, jitter etc. However, to select a network path that
optimizes more then one QoS parameter is known to be a
NP-complete problem. Bandwidth being one of the most
prominent QoS parameters, we monitor the (incoming)
available bandwidth of the access links.
There are a number of open tools available for measuring
Available Bandwidth ([15]). All these tools measure the endto-end available bandwidth. In an end-to-end measurement
the congestion link in the path may be outside the user’s and
provider’s domain or it may be because of a slow Internet
server. The end user does not have any control in either of
the case. We do not want to limit our resource usage due to
such constraints, so we monitor the available bandwidth only
on the path between the local network and the provider. This
is the path that the end user has subscribed to and has full
control over it, and we call such a path the connecting path
or connecting link.
Connecting Link is a network path (L) between a provider
(P) and a customer (C) such that any external traffic,
originating from the customer will use this path L. That
is, all outgoing traffic from the local network using the
services of the provider P will follow this path. Conversely,
all incoming traffic to the local network directed through the
provider P will follow this path. Apparently it may seem that
the connecting link is the network path between the egress
router of the provider to the egress router of the customer.
However, the provider (and the customer) can have more then
one egress router. Moreover the route followed by the traffic
will depend on the destination address and the current load
scenario.
The connecting link,  , for incoming traffic can be
defined as:






where




is the path from j, any source

not in the local network, to the router R, the edge router of
the local network.
Most of the tools used in the measurement of available
bandwidth usually requires cooperation at both the ends
([11], [15]). This means, in order to monitor the available
bandwidth of the connecting link we require access both at
the provider’s end as well as on the router. However, the
user does not have any control at the provider’s end. Hence,
we require a tool which can measure the bandwidth at the
router without cooperation from the other end. The number
of hops in the connecting link will be relatively less and can
be easily determined. To get more accurate results we look
for a tool which incorporate the number of hops between the
two end-points , while computing the available bandwidth.
Our studies have shown that an open available bandwidth
measuring tool, Pathrate ([11]), can be tailored to measure
 
the
of the connecting link.
There are two approaches of monitoring a WAN link, active
monitoring and passive monitoring. Passive monitoring rely
on past observations to estimate the performance of a link.
In active monitoring probe packets are send to measure the
performance of a link. Active monitoring usually give more
accurate results, but the probe packets can hog the limited
resource during periods of congestion. The use of Pathrate
will require that we send probe packets for measuring the
available bandwidth. However, unlike the general approach,
probe packets will be sent only up to the provider and not up
to the remote destination, since we monitor the connecting
link only. Hence the effect of the probe packets will be
relatively much less.
A practical but less accurate approach to measure the
bandwidth of the connecting link is to SNMP probe the
edge router, get the ”In Octets” and ”Out Octets” and then
calculate the bandwidth usage.
Another issue in monitoring is the interval between successive probes. If the interval is large it may lead to the use of
stale information to estimate the provider performance. Small
intervals on the other hand will cause additional bandwidth
and processing overhead in the case of active monitoring. Our
heuristics show that a probing interval of less then 5 minutes
do not give useful results for a mid-sized enterprise.
D. User and User Class
The second step is to assign the network traffic to a
provider based on the monitored results. A fine granularity of
assignment will lead to better load balancing and performance,
but with more overheads. The main concern of our approach,
however, is to fully utilize the bandwidth of the connecting

link.
The basic granularity of assignment in our load balancing
approach is a user (IP address). Initially the users are assigned
access links as per the policy of the organization. Based on
the monitoring of the connecting link, if the utilization of
an access link exceeds a predefined threshold, then a user
is moved from the congested link to another link which is
below its threshold. Users are moved one at a time from the
congested link, for each time we probe the connecting link.
The process of moving the users continue until the utilization
of the link goes below threshold, or there are no other links
with utilization below threshold available. The users are
again moved back to their default link when the available
bandwidth of the link goes above the threshold. The threshold
value of a link indicate its incoming bandwidth utilization.
In our routing scheme we broadly try to ensure to users,
that the utilization of its default assigned link will not be
congested. Hence, in the case of the link getting congested
(i.e. utilization exceeds upper threshold), we select the user
with the lowest priority as the candidate for being moved
from the link so as to bring its utilization below threshold.
Users with similar priority are grouped into User Classes.
This grouping makes the management of users and routing
tables easier. However, selecting the maximum size of a user
class is not easy. If the size is very small it will lead to a
finer granularity of load balancing. On the downside, the
size being small the traffic generated is likely to be less.
Thus during congestion we may need to move several users,
to bring down the link utilization below threshold. In other
words our algorithm is likely to take more time to converge.
The number of entries in the routing table is also likely to
become large and unmanageable for a network with a huge
user population.
On the other hand if the user class size is big, it will
lead to a small, efficient routing table but it may cause users
to ping-pong between two links. For instance consider an
organization with two external links - L1 and L2. Suppose
L1 is congested and we need to move a user class (U1)
from L1 to link L2, which is not congested. However, if the
number of users in U1 is very large it is likely to generate
more traffic, thus causing congestion in L2 while L1 will go
below its threshold. This will prompt the router to move back
a user from L2 to L1 again. The other problem with a large
user class size is that it may lower the performance benefits
due to the very coarse granularity.
In order to address this issue of ping-pong, two thresholds
are defined for each link - a upper threshold and a lower
threshold. When a link exceeds its upper threshold then it
signals congestion on that link and if it is below its lower
threshold then it means there is bandwidth available on the
link and a user can be accommodated. If the utilization of the

Fig. 2.

Incoming Traffic Vs. Outgoing Traffic

link is between the upper and lower threshold, then it means
that the link is in a steady state and so no user will be moved
from the link but it will not accommodate any new users either.
The upper and lower threshold for a link are so defined such
that if a link is below its lower threshold and a user is moved to
the link, its utilization should not exceed the upper threshold.
E. Dispatching traffic through selected providers
The network traffic can be initiated in two ways - internally
by an user or by an external client. Both the types of
connection need to be handled differently. A connection
initiated by an user will usually result in a higher volume of
Incoming traffic vis-a-vis Outgoing traffic. Figure 2 shows
a MRTG (Multi Router Traffic Grapher) ([2]) graph of a
campus network, where most of the connections are initiated
from within the local network. The only service hosted by
the campus network is its web page and the number of hits
is relatively much less. As can be seen from the graph, the
Incoming traffic is more then double of the Outgoing traffic.
The main focus of our work being to control the Incoming
traffic, we focus only on the connections initiated by internal
users. A simple source-based routing policy is used in the
router to direct the traffic from a user to one of the providers
(see Figure 3). Such a routing control scheme allow users to
be moved from one ISP to the other with minimal changes in
the routing table of the router.
In order to preserve the limited IP addresses provided by
an ISP, the internal users are assigned private IP addresses.
Network address translation (NAT) is used to translate a private
IP address to the appropriate ISP address.
F. Handling active connections
A prominent downside of switching a user between ISPs
is that all the active connections of the user will fail due to
the change in the source address. Most of the work on load
balancing ignore such active connections with the assumption
that Internet connections are short-lived. While it is true
that most of the Internet flows are short-lived, majority of
the packets and bytes belong to long-lived flows, and this
property persists across several levels of aggregation. Thus
ignoring the active connections may adversely effect the

translations required for this default setup are shown in the
figure. In order to move user class 1 from ISP1 to ISP2 we
first track its active connections, mark these packets, then we
add the new rules and translations (shown encircled in a box)
for user class 1 and delete its previous rules.
The manipulation of the routing table of the router, monitoring of the connecting link and the algorithm to select the
access link for a user are implemented using a Perl program.
We use SNMP probes to compute the link utilization of the
connecting links.
B. Comparison Metric

Fig. 3. Multihoming Implementation on a Linux machine. The IP address of
the three user class are IP1, IP2 and IP3. GW1 and GW2 are the IP address
of the two edge routers.

average throughput.
In order to preserve the active connections of a user, we
allow the established connections of the user to continue
undisturbed on the present link while all new connections
initiated by the user are routed through the second ISP link.
This is done by identifying all active connections of the
user and marking them. The marked packets are then routed
through the first link while unmarked packets are routed
through the second link.
However, some of the new (unmarked) connections of the
user directed over the second link may be part of a previous
active session continuing on the first link. This could cause the
session continuing on the first link to fail. Identifying all the
connections of a session is very difficult, if not impossible. We
propose to use a protocol specific approach to handle active
sessions. For example in the HTTP protocol we can use session
identifiers stored in cookies to identify all the connections that
belong to a session. This, however, will require that we probe
packets at the application layer.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Experiment Setup
A prototype implementation of our Multihoming approach
is deployed on a real-time network. The actual routing
functions are implemented on a Linux machine (router) using
source policy routing.
Figure 3 illustrates the implementation of our scheme
with three user classes and two providers. There is a routing
table, T1 and T2 for each of the access links. The default
assignment of the users are - User Class 1 and 2 on ISP1
and User Class 3 on ISP2. The IP rules and network address

In order to evaluate our approach we use the response time
of connections from the enterprise to Internet servers as the
yardstick.
Let the latency to access
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The primary aim of our work is to utilize the total
bandwidth at our disposal and not load balancing. Hence the
comparison metric for load balancing will not fully highlight
the benefits of our scheme.
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the policy of the enterprise, collect
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where - JO- is the total number of transfers.
One of the main problems when working with real-time
traffic is the inability to reproduce the traffic conditions at
a later stage, to repeat the experiment with a different set
of parameters. In order to evaluate our work we need to
perform the same experiment twice - once without load
balancing and a second time with load balancing. To ensure
that the experiments are comparable we collect the traces for
a sufficiently long period and try to ascertain that the user
activity is more or less the same during both the periods.
C. Experimental Results
The prototype implementation is deployed on a campus
network connected to two upstream providers, ISP1 and
ISP2. Link L1 of ISP1 is a dedicated 2 Mbps link up to the
international gateway of the ISP. Link L2 of ISP2 is also a 2
Mbps link but it is a shared link. Thus L1 is the better of the

TABLE I
P ROPERTIES OF N ETWORK T RACE COLLECTED FROM FIRST EXPERIMENT
Period

P QSR8T
U S
Q R8V

Size
496 MB
532 MB

Feb
Feb

Complete TCP connections
132320
161400

1600

ISPs Used
2
1

Using 2 ISP
Using 1 ISPs

1500
1400
1300

Average RTT (in msecs)

1200
1100
1000

other proxy servers were assigned links as per the policy
of the organization. With the default setting we collected
8-hour traces for both the proxies for a period of 5 days.
Subsequently we used our routing approach and collected
8-hour traces for a similar period. The reason for using
8-hour traces is because the users of Proxy2 are office staff
with working hours - 8 hours in a day and 5 days in a week.
Accordingly, the traces were only collected on working days
when the office staff were present. The users of Proxy1 are
students hence, they are likely to use the Internet for most
part of the day.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Average Latency of a user class using a single ISP
and two ISPs. The X-axis show the last Octet of each user IP address.

two.
1) Experiment 1: There are several reports in the literature
that show the performance benefits of multihoming relative
to using the single best provider. Our first experiment is to
show a similar result but with a very coarse-grained level of
load balancing, subnet level load balancing.
We created a user class of size 32 (IP address X.X.X.X/27),
and assigned the user class to link L1, the best ISP and then
collected the network trace for a period of 1 week. Next we
added link L2 and subjected the user class to our routing
control scheme for another week. The meta properties of both
the collected trace are given in Table I.
A comparison of the average latency experienced by each
user of the classes for both the cases is given in Figure 4. The
overall performance improvement of using 2 ISPs relative to
using a single ISP is greater then a factor of 2, similar to
results obtained in [7].
2) Experiment 2: In our second experiment we considered
the entire user population of the campus network. The
network has about 1800 users, divided among various proxy
servers for accessing the Internet. In this experiment we
considered two proxy servers - Proxy1 and Proxy2 with a
user size of 500 and 150 respectively. We choose such a
coarse granularity of load balancing to reduce the overheads
and keep our prototype implementation simple.
The default routing policy of the organization was to assign
Proxy1 to link L1 and Proxy2 was assigned to link L2. The

The characteristics of the traces collected for our second
experiment are given in Table II. The performance comparison
of both the proxy servers are given in Figure 5. In spite of all
our efforts we cannot guarantee that the traffic condition will
be the same during both the periods.
to get a more
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The graph in Figure 5 has been plotted using the comparison
metric given by equation (2). The round-trip time of each
trace collected using ”load balancing” is compared with the
round-trip of all the traces collected using ”without load
balancing”. Hence, if the vertical lines are below 1 it indicates
an improvement in performance. In the case of Proxy1 there
is a performance improvement of nearly fifty percent whereas
in the case of Proxy2 there is a degradation in the performance.
The results indicate the link L2 is under utilized whereas
link L1 is congested, thus moving a user class from L1 to L2
is beneficial but moving from L2 to L1 is detrimental. In an
ideal case if the size of the user class and the threshold values
are correctly defined, then our route control scheme will either
show an increase in the performance or the performance will
remain unchanged. The performance ”without load balancing”
will be the same as with ”load balancing” if all the external
links are saturated.
The performance degradation of Proxy2 may be either
because of a very conservative estimate of threshold for L2
or because of a large user class size.
3) Experiment 3: We repeated the second experiment but
changed Proxy2 with another proxy server, Proxy3. Proxy3
is a student server with a user size of 200 users. The default
assignment of Proxy1 was L1 as before, and that of Proxy3
was L2. The idea behind changing Proxy2 with Proxy3 was
to ensure that the user behavior of both the proxies were
the same. We also increased the threshold values of link
L2 while that of link L1 was kept the same. We collected
12-hour traces for a 7-day period without load balancing and
another 7-day period with load balancing. The traces were
collected during night-time(4:00 pm - 4:00am), the period

TABLE II

(a) Performance Metric of Proxy 1

P ROPERTIES OF N ETWORK T RACE COLLECTED FROM SECOND

User

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

1
2
3
4
5

Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

6
7
8
9
10

Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1

TCP Connections
User
Without Load Balancing
56878
Proxy2
55413
Proxy2
44642
Proxy2
48712
Proxy2
116383
Proxy2
With Load Balancing
40303
Proxy2
70075
Proxy2
13156
Proxy2
127014
Proxy2
117280
Proxy2

TCP Connections
23700
8486
30166
13100
13795

1.2

1

Ratio

Day

32536
5459
29628
30224
28366

0.4

0.2

0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1
Proxy1

5

10

15

2

20

TCP Connections
40073
45016
46111
52141
32226
50315
34165
55639
64421
32410
5144
33465
47469
6400

when Internet usage by students is the highest.
The characteristics of the trace collected are given in Table
III. In the table the traces are shown day-wise, however,
the traces were not collected on consecutive days. During
vacation or exam-time the Internet access of the students are
greatly reduced due to obvious reasons. Thus the traces were
collected only on such dates when students were present in
the campus attending their normal classes. The performance
comparison of both the proxy servers is given in Figure 6.
There is an overall performance improvement by more
then ten percent for both the proxy servers. With the default
assignment of Proxy1 on link L1 and Proxy3 on link L2, it
has been observed that the utilization of both the links hovers
around our predefined threshold values. The traffic in both
the access links are sufficiently high during our period of
observation, thus the performance improvement ”with load
balancing” is not as significant as in the previous experiment.
D. Defining Thresholds
The most important issue in our work is to correctly define
the thresholds. The performance of our algorithm will depend

First Comparison
Second Comparison
Third Comparison
Fourth Comparison
Fifth Comparison

1.8

1.6

1.4

Ratio

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

TCP Connections
User
Without Load Balancing
333415
Proxy3
202145
Proxy3
119689
Proxy3
193516
Proxy3
88335
Proxy3
203509
Proxy3
209324
Proxy3
With Load Balancing
267064
Proxy3
107682
Proxy3
198549
Proxy3
38779
Proxy3
278100
Proxy3
186630
Proxy3
266500
Proxy3

0

(b) Performance Metric of Proxy 2

P ROPERTIES OF N ETWORK T RACE COLLECTED FROM THIRD EXPERIMENT
User

0.8

0.6

TABLE III

Day

First Comparison
Second Comparison
Third Comparison
Fourth Comparison
Fifth Comparison

1.4

EXPERIMENT

1.2

1

0.8

0.6
0

5

10

15

20

Fig. 5. Performance Comparison using two User Class Proxy1 and Proxy2.

on the correct definition of the lower threshold and upper
threshold for each link. The threshold of a link can depend
on a number of factors - time of the day, type of service
agreement with the provider, behavior of the users etc. The
threshold values are highly dynamic and can fluctuate wildly,
but the change in their values are expected to be gradual. In
order to define the thresholds we correlate the link utilization
with the communication latency. Figure 7 gives a correlation
between the link utilization (incoming) and latency. Each
point in the graph denotes the latency observed for the
corresponding value of link utilization in a 1-hour period
duration. The latency was computed by collecting 1-hour
traces for the various proxy servers and aggregating them. In
order to get the link utilization we probed an access link six
times in a hour and then took its average.
The general observation is that the communication latency
increases (degrades) as the link utilization increases. The
other observation is that the link utilization cannot go above
a certain point. Once this point is reached, as more and more
packets are pumped into the network, the link utilization
will remain static but latency will increase. In other words
the link has reached its saturation value. Thus the resultant
graph at this point will develop into a plateau. We try to
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Fig. 6. Performance Comparison using two User Class Proxy1 and Proxy3.

identify for each of the links, the point at which this plateau
is reached. The threshold values are so defined such that the
link utilization does not hit this plateau.
We study the performance of the two links for a sufficiently
long period (months) under different traffic load. Based on the
observation we try to define a mean value when thresholds
will be reached for both the links. The lower and upper
thresholds of link L1 are defined as 90 and 93 respectively.
This means that a user class will be moved from link L1
if the (incoming) bandwidth utilization is more then 93
percent. Similarly the lower and upper threshold values of
L2 are defined as 8 and 10 respectively. We use the same
threshold value for the entire duration of the experiment. The
threshold values that we have defined are very conservative
estimates. That is probably the reason for the degradation in
performance of Proxy2 in our second experiment.
For a dedicated link (raw bandwidth like L1), the plateau
is usually observed around a single point. However, in the
case of a shared link like L2, the plateau may be formed at
different points. This is because the link is a shared one and
the actual bandwidth available at a given instant will depend
on the usage of other users outside our network.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Communication Latency versus Utilization for links
L1 and L2.

In our third experiment we increased the lower and upper
threshold value of L2 to 13 and 15 but kept the user class
same or rather increased it. Figure 7 shows that for link L2
the first plateau is observed in the range between 8 to 10. In
spite of this observation we took a higher value of threshold
in our experiment and we got an increase in the performance.
Correctly predicting the threshold values for different
periods of the day based on past observation can be very
difficult. In this work we defined the threshold of the two
links on the basis of our observations of the performance
of the links for a sufficiently long period. We then further
fine-tune the values based on the result of our experiments.
Another way of defining the thresholds would be to use
a weighted moving average with more weight-age given
to current observations. However, studies have shown ([8])
that estimation based on historical samples (eg. EWMA),
to measure the performance of an ISP do not give accurate
results.
In order to make a general statement regarding the threshold
of a WAN link we need to have case studies of a wide range

of such links.
V. D ISCUSSION
A. Practical Consideration
ISPs usually use an OSPF cloud to connect its various
nodes. Let us consider the implementation of our scheme in
such an environment where the local network is considered
a part of the cloud (leaf node). The internal users will be
directly able to connect to the Internet without directing their
traffic through our router. A user needs to contact the router
only when a new connection is to be initiated, in order to
select one of the access links. If each user is alloted multiple
IP addresses, one for each ISP, then such an arrangement will
allow active connections to continue unaffected by the load
balancing. However, it may fail active sessions since all the
connections that belong to a session cannot be identified.
The obvious drawback of this approach is that it will
require a large number of public IP addresses. If the user
population is large the scheme is not feasible, considering the
fact that ISPs usually allot a limited number of IP addresses to
its users. To overcome this drawback we may allow only the
proxy servers and some privileged users to directly connect
to the Internet. Other users will connect to the Internet using
the proxy server. A second and a major drawback of this
approach is that it requires modification at the user end. This
can be a major deterrent for actual deployment of the scheme.
In order to avoid making any changes to the end user, we
direct all the user traffic to the router. The logic to select
the correct access link is implemented on the router. The
only change required at the user end is to set the default
gateway, to the IP address of the router. In case the end users
are assigned multiple public IP addresses, one for each ISP,
then NAT is not required. Outgoing traffic will be directed
to the router and then the router will route it through one of
the ISPs. The incoming traffic will follow the path from the
destination, to the edge router of the local network and then
directly to the user without going through our router.
NAT is usually used for most practical purposes in order
to preserve the limited IP address supplied by the ISPs. Our
routing scheme has been implemented using NAT and we
show that even with using NAT we are able to preserve the
active connections.
Given that we have evaluated the performance benefits of
our approach on a real network, we have taken into consideration the practical implications that will be encountered for
actual deployment of our routing scheme.
B. Bandwidth Guarantee
In this work we do not provide any QoS guarantees to
the users. The only guarantee we try to provide is that, the
congestion of the default link of each user, will be below our
defined thresholds. We select the user with the lowest priority

as the candidate for being moved during congestion. This
will ensure that the higher priority users, which remain on
the default link, do not face congestion.
An alternate way of looking at it would be to select the user
with the highest priority as the candidate for being moved.
This will ensure that the highest priority user is moved from
a congested link to another link which is not congested.
However, the second link may be an inferior link, in terms
of QoS parameters, hence we will not be able to ensure the
same QoS to the user. This can be handled by storing the QoS
parameters of each link on a look-up table. We will move the
highest priority user if the QoS parameters of the second link
is comparable to that of the first link, otherwise we move the
lowest priority user. This, however, will require that we consult
the lookup table every time we need to move a user.
C. Scalability
The load balancing approach discussed in this paper is
for a multihomed site where the access links are directly
connected to the local network. However, large enterprises
and ISPs have offices at various locations and some or each
of this office may have a WAN link. Such enterprise network
are usually covered with an OSPF cloud. Thus load balancing
in a domain where the WAN links are geographically at
different places needs a different approach.
The problem here is the same as in the multihoming case.
Our effort is to route the packets of the users independently
among the different external links of the domain. The other
issue is to move the traffic of a user from one external link
to another in order to balance the traffic among the external
links.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The goal of this paper is to fully utilize the incoming
bandwidth of all the access links in a multihomed environment.
In this work we experimented with a subnet-level or proxybased load balancing technique to distribute the user traffic
among the various WAN links. The evaluation was done by
deploying a prototype implementation of our route control
scheme on an actual network. Our evaluation reveal that
there can be a significant performance benefit even with such
coarse granularity of load balancing.
The switching of user traffic between the providers is based
on the utilization level of the WAN link. The utilization is
computed by SNMP probing the edge routers. Such a method
of calculating the link utilization is straight forward but the
results are approximate.
As for further work we plan to experiment with smaller
user class and more accurate methods of calculating the
link utilization. The use of smaller user class, however, will
mean more number of classes. Thus it will result in larger
routing table and more overheads on the routing algorithm.

Moreover, the routing control scheme is likely is likely to
take more time to converge. In order to accurately calculate
the utilization level of the connecting link we will need to
use a tool like pathrate. This means that we will need to
send probe packets on the connecting link. We need to study
whether these approaches make a significant difference in the
overall performance, considering the overheads involved.
The second contribution of this paper is that our routing
control scheme mark the active connections of a user when
the user is switched from one provider to other. The marked
connections are allowed to continue uninterrupted, thus the
active connections of a user does not fail when the user is
switched from one access link to the other. In order to handle
the active sessions of a user we propose a protocol specific
approach.
The performance benefits of our scheme depends largely
on the correct definition of the link utilization threshold of the
WAN links. In this paper we have shown that based on past
measurements we can reasonably predict the threshold value
of a dedicated link. However, to give a general definition
of the threshold value of a link we need to have more case
studies.
The other observation made in this paper is that as the links
reach their saturation value the performance benefits decrease
since there is no scope for load balancing. This paper suggests
that a more pro-active approach must be adopted to control the
incoming traffic in such a situation and attempts to stimulate
further research in this direction.
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